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Full Marks: 50 Time Allotted: 2 Hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should answer in their own words 

and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

All symbols are of usual significance 

1. Answer any ten questions from the following: 2x10 20 

(a) How many pram�Fa-s are accepted by C�rvaka philosophy? 

(b) What is svabhäbav�da? 

(c) Who are the respective authors of Ny�ya Sktras and Vai[e_ika Sktras? 

(d) How many Pad�rthas are admited by the Vai[esikas? Give their names in order 

(e) What are different kinds of abh�va acording to Vai[e_ika philosophy? Give their 

names. 

(f What is meant by the term 'Sannikar_a' according to Ny�ya? 

(g)What sort of contact is required in the perception of a red jar"? 

(h) What is Jh�nalak_ana pratyak_a? 

() How many kinds of Vy�pti are there according to Ny�ya? What are they? 

g) How many Karmas are admitted by Vai[e_ika? What are they? 

(k) Mention the names of dravyas according to Vai[e_ika. 

0) State two differences between Samyoga and Samav�ya.
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(m) How many kinds of sattã are admitted by the Advaita Vedäntins? What are they? 

(n) State the names of the twvo powers of Mäyä. 

(o) What is Saguna Brahman? 

(p) "The hill is smoky, because the hill is fiery" State the Sädhya, Pak_a, Hetu of 

the inference. 

(q) Classity S�m�nya and what are they? 

()Why is C�rv�ka philosophy called n�stika philosophy'? 

(s) What is Advaitav�da? 

5x2 10 
2. Answer any two questions from the following: 

(a) Why do the C�rväkas refute anum�na (inference) as pram�Fa'? 

(b) Distinguish between Sv�rth�numiti and Par�rth�numiti. 

(C) Explain Samav�ya according to Vaiae_ika. 

(d) What is the nature of M�y� according to Advaita Ved�nta? 

10x2 20 Answer any two questions from the following: 

6+4 (a) Explain C�rv�ka Deh�tmav�da'. Is this view acceptable? Give reason for your 

answer. 

5+5 (b) Explain the definition of perception (Pratyak_a) according to Ny�ya. Distinguish 
between Determinate (Savikalpaka) and Indeterminate (Nirvikalpaka) perception. 

10 
(c) Define and explain 'S�m�nya' according to Vaise_ika philosophy. 

10 (d) State and explain the Advaita view regarding the relation between J+va and 

Brahman. 
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